Reduce Programming Time with Reusable Templates

Validated templates reduce rework

Base programming of the DM domain requires individually programming 26 variables.

Using a validated template in an ETL solution means that only 4 variable need to be programmed. Validated code already exists to complete the other 22 variables.

Process Alternatives

With base SAS code you have to read and understand the code in order to make changes that are efficient.

With an ETL point and click you can visualize where the tables join and see the best places to make the changes easily.

Once you find the transformation/module, simply edit the expression.

Metrics

3600

For a full study from CRF to SDTM to ADaM using base SAS®

< 400

For a full study from CRF to SDTM to ADaM using validated templates

Blue represents variables that no longer need to be programmed. Orange represents variables that will need to be coded and validated.